
Kaafila Project Roles / Participation Opportunities - 10 April 2022

Summary: Kaafila is developing a portfolio of software/blockchain apps, to help millions of
Users to "learn for free, and earn from anywhere", while creating income for all stakeholders.
Kaafila apps portfolio: Decentralized Video Sharing App, NFT Marketplace, Metaverse for
Virtual Learning, Courses System, Universal Payment System, and a New Programming
Language (Chip) – to create a “blockchain ecosystem” that’s driven by constant innovation,
and supported by Users worldwide. All apps have a common theme of “knowledge sharing
and monetizing of knowledge” in the blockchain economy, which has huge growth ahead.
Along with income generating apps, Kaafila will deliver free courses with certificates and internships
to millions of Users worldwide. Kaafila is currently in early stage with 22K Users (with visibility of 1
million Users), 65 Team Members, and 58K Social Media followers. Kaafila aims to be a world
leading blockchain project with the largest User base, with 100 million Users. Kaafila is among the
Highest Ranked Projects in the Algorand Blockchain Ecosystem. https://ecosystem.algorand.com/

Following are different ways in which you can participate in the Kaafila project.

(1) Blockchain Developer: We have multiple roles for Blockchain Developers, because we are
developing a portfolio of apps for the blockchain economy. Here are the skills and experience
needed: knowledge of Angular 2+ (2 years or more), strong knowledge of rxjs, knowledge of
tailwindcss and angular material, experience with javascript, familiar with git, knowledge of nodejs
would be a plus, and in general, interested in blockchain technology and apps. You will be
participating in the growth of Kaafila, which is a long term project setup for 20+ years, to create
apps to help millions of Users from all academic and economic backgrounds, to learn from our apps
and create some income using the Kaafila project.

(2) Content Creator: Kaafila has a strong focus on content creation (NFTs and Digital Media like
videos, blogs, news, research reports, etc), and use the latest market opportunities to provide
income generation opportunities for our Users and Team Members. In this role, you can create your
Content for Kaafila project, and we will reward you with KFL tokens (exact rewards will be
discussed and agreed in advance for each Creator). We will aim to reward our Content Creators
well, and give worldwide visibility to their creative work using our social media platforms.

(3) Educator: Kaafila has a strong focus on free education for people worldwide, to help them
become productive through our courses, irrespective of their educational and economic
background. In this role, you can create your own free course on any topic, and teach on Kaafila
Courses platform (under development currently), and we will reward you with KFL tokens (exact
rewards will be based on the course and there will be rewards linked to the number of students
enrolling in the course, and another set of rewards based on feedback from students). In summary,
we will aim to reward our Teachers/Educators well with KFL tokens, so that they can teach
maximum students in the best possible way.
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(4) Marketing Manager: In this role, you will join the “Kaafila Army” and you will be working to grow
the social media marketing efforts of the Kaafila project. Our sincere and committed marketing team
is our key strength, and you will join our team on Discord, and participate in ongoing projects, and
also manage the work of other team members. You will receive KFL tokens on an ongoing basis for
your contribution. The work is flexible and you can do it along with your other jobs. There will be
opportunities to show leadership and take bigger responsibilities.

(5) Project Partner: This is a marketing and business development role with ongoing participation.
You will share the Kaafila project with all suitable crypto/blockchain investors in your network, and
will give you a 5% success fee for all investments coming through you. You should aim to make
regular efforts to increase the visibility of Kaafila in various social/professional networks like
LinkedIn and/or Twitter. If you want, we can give you a brief intro text for the Kaafila project, which
you can use for sharing the project/pitchdeck with potential investors. In addition to fundraising help,
you can also share Kaafila with suitable forums and industry events on an ongoing basis. We will
give you a pre-defined quantity of KFL tokens per quarter. After KFL token liquidity improves in 2-3
years, then you can sell your KFL tokens or hold them for a longer duration for bigger gains.

(6) Investor: In this role, you can support the Kaafila project with your capital by buying KFL tokens
and holding them for a few years, while the project grows. Kaafila (KFL token) is an early stage
crypto, so you can allocate a small amount to it, a small amount that you can hold for 5-6 years,
with a real chance of 50-100X gain. The amount does not matter, participation matters! We
sincerely believe that all KFL token holders will get good gains from today's low level rates.

In every role, your participation will directly help millions of people, as we enable the Kaafila project
to benefit from the blockchain economy, which can grow 100X in the next 10-20 years. In every role,
we will reward you with KFL tokens, and the success of Kaafila project will also make you
successful.

Additional info.
(a) Learn more about Kaafila: https://kaafila.org/about/
(b) Whitepaper: https://kaafila.org/whitepaper.pdf
(c) FAQ page: https://kaafila.org/faq/
(d) Project discussion videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udSY3clm3Ew
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sC4rNAnyEEM

Disclaimer: Blockchain projects like Kaafila are subject to market risks. KFL token is not a security
and there are no guarantees regarding token price appreciation. Forward looking statements are
not guarantees of future performance.
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